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1. An industrial meeting took place here at Purdue on May 18, 1981. A list of future work and suggestions from the industrial advisory group is attached as Appendix.

2. Impurity in the glucose syrup could be reduced from 0.51 gm/ml level (here sedimental method is used) down to 0.23 mg/ml by filtering the syrup through diatome earth filter. The industrial products contain about 0.37 mg/ml (industrial product also filtered through diatomic earth filter).
REMOVAL OF ORGANIC IMPURITY FROM CORN SYRUP

The corn syrup samples from Purdue corn project pilot plant were analyzed for impurity content; these results were then used for the evaluation of the pilot plant operation. The uv scan of the samples (Fig. 1) implies that the light absorbance at 280 nm may serve as an indication of the impurity level. The impurity level of Purdue syrup was considerably higher than that of commercial syrup; however, it diminished to comparable to commercial syrup in the subsequent runs as our technique improved. Factors which influence the impurity content of syrup include: pH of syrup, addition of filter aid, and mechanical separation. Investigation is progressing on the process optimization.

The adsorption of the impurity on activated carbon was carried out in the same apparatuses mentioned in prior reports. Experimental results in batch configuration indicate that it takes 4 hours to reach the equilibrium state when the syrup is treated with carbon powder <325 mesh (Fig. 2). Generally, the higher temperature at which the system is operated, the greater the extent of adsorption can be achieved (Fig. 3). The adsorption isotherm can be best fit with the Langmuir model compared to Freundlich and linear models.

The bed-depth-service-time relationship was applied in the design of the adsorption column. This relationship may be expressed with a simplified equation

\[ t = ar + b \]

where \( t \) is the breakthrough time, \( r \) is the retention time, and both \( a \) and \( b \) are constants (Fig. 4). At a flow rate of 2.5 gpm/ft\(^2\), the adsorption column can treat more than 40 times bed volume of dirty syrup.
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FIGURE 3.
Bed depth-service time (BDST) relationship

\[ T = \frac{N_0 X}{Co U} - \frac{1}{KCo} \ln \left( \frac{Co}{C} - 1 \right) \]
APPENDIX

Future developmental work and suggestions by industrial advisory groups include:

A. PROTEIN EXTRACTION
   1. Utilize leaching or stage extraction to improve protein extraction efficiency.
   2. Measure ethanol recovery from spent solvent.
   3. Improve protein recovery procedure to reduce starch entrainment.

B. GELATINIZATION AND LIQUEFACTION
   1. Increase steam pressure (or temperature) in jet cooker.
   2. Reduce α-amylase addition level.

C. SACCHARIFICATION
   1. Improve refinery mud separation from syrup.
   2. Improve DE to consistent 96.
   3. Process syrup rapidly to avoid color development.

D. ISOMERIZATION
   1. Add syrup evaporation to improve GI column sterility.
   2. Measure GI half-life.

E. OVERALL
   Complete mass balance enabling estimation of energy requirement for processing corn grits to HFCS.